Apical sparing in tako-tsubo cardiomyopathy.
Tako-tsubo cardiomyopathy (TTC) is an acute reversible cause of segmental myocardial dysfunction that is poorly understood. We have noted a variant of this condition where a tiny segment at the apex retains some contractile function. This paper delineates the frequency of this variant relative to the classical form and the clinical differences between patients suffering from the two forms. All cases of TTC (n = 35) were identified from our infarct angiography database and separated on the basis of apical sparing (n = 14) or no apical sparing (n = 21). Compared with the classical form, those with apical sparing were significantly younger (63 +/- 12 vs 72 +/- 13 years) and were more likely premenopausal (5/14 vs 0/21) and had higher ejection fractions (35 +/- 6% vs 32 +/- 4%). There was a trend towards higher recurrence (4/21 vs 0/14). There were no differences in time or season of presentation, precipitant stressor, premorbid drug therapy, haemodynamics at catheterization or acute outcomes. The apical sparing variant of TTC is common, accounting for 40% of cases. While the patients are younger and more likely premenopausal, there are no other distinguishing features between the classical and the variant form.